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**K-3rd Grade Ideas**

*These ideas for the younger aged children. Kinder through 3rd grade can do the simpler projects. These can still be done without faces or pictures of the children!! Keep in mind, some of our bidders are not at this school but would love our works of art!!! These are examples found on Pinterest or online.*

Artwork using the children posed into the letters of the alphabet

An apron using children’s hand prints, this could be done as a his/her apron set or a mother/child set
K-3rd Grade Ideas

This one is a large art piece with “self-portraits”

The students create a “picture box” creating unique positions with the same box which is then assembled into a collage.
K-3rd Grade Ideas

This is a tray created from pictures modge podged to the surface of the tray. This can be done with Chinese characters or art work.

An umbrella with student drawn art.
K-3rd Grade Ideas

Mosaic photos with colors and pictures that then are incorporated into a flag.

A collage created from hand drawn/painted puzzle pieces, can be incorporated into a